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The 2018 season of the Winter with the Writers literary festival lived up to the event’s stellar reputation. 
Though there were some bizarre and unforeseen complications, we have continued to deliver with 
professionalism and control. The festival has, time and time again, attracted people who have literature 
comfortably sewn into the fabric of their hearts, minds, and souls.  
 
The first week brought novelist Hillary Jordan, author of Mudbound, to us with her wisdom on character 
voice. She presented not a workshop but a class in which interns crafted voices for characters they 
were given, impromptu; interns attempted to convey deeply-rooted traits of a character’s personality 
and mindset using just a character’s voice. Those present in Jordan’s class learned how one can give a 
character dimension and depth through the way that character communicates.  
 
Jordan’s reception and reading were lively as well. The reception, featuring Mudbound’s movie 
adaption, sparked many questions concerning inspiration, personal connection, and voice. The reading 
saw Jordan reading in the voices of 5 different characters, subtly changing inflection and delivery to 
convey every fiber of a character.  
 
Jamaican poet Ishion Hutchinson was our second visiting writer. He is a self-described post-post-
colonial poet whose writing captures the lasting, pervasive effects of colonization on a culture and its 
people. His verse is full of beautiful, painful imagery, images that speak for the hundreds of thousands 
who carry a legacy of subjugation.  
 
Ishion’s master class was certainly unique – he was at the dentist undergoing a root canal as it 
occurred. Rollins Professor Carol Frost, herself the author of 12 collections of poetry, was only too 
ready to take over the workshop herself, and she offered the interns her own vast wisdom. Hutchinson 
did, in fact, make it to his reading, even while holding his aching jaw.  
 
Our third week welcomed novelist Garth Greenwell and poet Luis Muñoz. Greenwell’s insight during his 
master class left every intern feeling driven, knowing the vital spot at which to strike a dozing story. 
Muñoz’s verse, presented both in English and Spanish, spoke honestly and beautifully.  
 
Finally, the festival’s last week welcomed Lisa Ko and Elliot Ackerman, both accomplished novelists. Ko 
has written a powerfully clear look into the struggles of immigrants to the US, just as Ackerman 
discusses the struggles of former soldiers and the way war calls them back. 
 
This Winter With the Writers, as every year strives to do, offered relevant topics, beautiful verse, 
powerful prose, and the wisdom of years and years of toiling away at stories, lovingly trying to make 
them come alive.  

 
 


